
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Romantic Autumn VS Winter Sonata Korea Full-Experience 7/9D 

                 

   *  Most Romantic Coffee Shop --- be a Korean Noble, taste Korean Coffee and romance  

   *  The Most Fantastic 3D Art-World & Ice Museum -- Most magic visual feast  

   *  Most Minimalist Universal Studio--Locadio World Studio, Most famous World Film base 

   *  The deepest body breathe in the woods ---film location of " Gentle Breeze and Bright Moon" and "Black  

Narcissus"  

   *  Most FUN Muju Ski Resort----Especially in winter, it is famous for skiers. 

   *  Audiovisual feast --- BI - BAP show, the newest and hottest and most recommended national performance 

   *  KBS TV KOREAN style farm ---Dig and Taste flesh Ginseng, DIY Kimchi-Making, Drink Ginseng Milk, Pick 

Fruit, Bake Sweet 

   *  Fun Theme Park ---- Everland + HURACLE Water World + Ginseng SPA 

   *  Korean 1st experience---  

   *  Korean Cuisine---Ginseng Chicken , Korean BBQ, Bibimbap, Mushroom Casserole, Traditional Korean Dinner 

   *  Fashion Shopping---Shinchon Lady Street, Dongdaemun, Yeoju Premium Outlet, Face Shop,  

                            Amethyst Showroom, Yongdong Shopping Mall, Local Products, Nanjing Road                    

 

 

DAY 01: SINGAPORE JEJU ISLAND/YONGDUAM ROCK/MYSTERIOUS ROAD /LOCADIO WORLD STUDIO /JEJU 

LIANDONG SHOPPING STREET                                   HOTEL: JEJU Glam Blue HOTEL OR SIMILAR 

Upon arrival, you will be welcomed by our local tour guide and transferred to Mysterious Road to experience the phenomenon of going 

uphill with the vehicle engine off. Yongduam (Dragon Head Rock) which shapes like a dragon with its head resting on the beach and 

body submerged in crystal clear blue water. Then continue with another attraction, Locadio World Studio, recommendable if you are 

really into Korean dramas. A studio of Korean dramas and movies. You can take a photo feeling like you are an actor or an actress in 

Korean dramas. In the evening, go shopping at Jeju liandong to find your own favourite stuffs. 

 

           ******** Autumn Itinerary (1SEP-30NOV ) ********                

 

DAY 02: SEONGSAN SUNRISE PEAK/SEONGEUP LIVING FOLK VILLAGE/GENERAL STONE/JOANNA BEAR 

MUSEUM                                                            B/L   HOTEL: M Stay HOTEL OR SIMILAR                                                         

After breakfast, tour Seongsan Sunrise Peak, a volcanic crater perched out on the eastern tip of Jeju Island. Then come to the General 

Stone to get a wonderful of the small islands. Explore the Seongeup living Folk Village, designated as a folklore preservation zone. 

Here you can meet the friendly native people of Jeju who still live behind stone courtyard walls in thatched-roof lava-wall homes. You can 

learn more things about Korean traditional culture. Joanne Bear Museum exhibits everything about cute Bears, which have been loved 

worldwide for 100 years. After enjoying the beautiful view, take a CRUISE to Mokpo , get a sea view along the way then check in hotel.   

 

DAY03: DAMYANG BAMBOO PARK/JEOLLANAM-DO FOOD MUSEUM-DIY/JEONJU KOREAN VILLAGE/JEONJU 

MYEONGDONG SHOPPING STREET                                (B/L/D)  HOTEL: LEWIN HOTEL OR SIMILAR          

In the morning, visit the JEOLLANAM-DO FOOD MUSEUM-DIY, learn how to cook Korean meal. Then continue your trip to Damyang 

Bamboo Park, the film location of the "Gentle Breeze and Bright Moon" and " Black Narcissus". Let your body take a deepest breathe 

in the bamboo forest and feel the beauty of nature. If the team less than 10 people, only visit museum, no DIY. Then move to Jeonju 



Korean village which is the only well- preserved village among cities within Korea. Experience the traditional Korean culture when 

touring around in the village. Be a real Korean citizen and enjoy some DIY staff. In the evening, you can go shopping at Jeonju 

Myeongdong shopping street. 

DAY04: KOREAN PAPER MAKING/DAEDUNSAN NATIONAL PARK/KINGKONG BRIDGE/Jinshan South Korea SPA 

                           (B/L/D) HOTEL:  HOTEL PRUMIR OR SIMILAR    

After breakfast, proceed to Jeonju Korean Paper Museum, one of the main factories in Korea paper making industry. Here 

you can see all kinds of paper being used in Korean daily life. And you can also make your own piece of paper and take it 

home. Then go to the Daedunsan National Park, you can get the most magnificent view of the mountain. The King Kong 

bridge also give you a unique experience. (please prepare the swimming suit and swimming cap by yourself). After go to 

Jinshan South Korea SPA, Is to "feel the Jinshan ginseng, medicinal healthy breath" for the purpose, in order to allow 

visitors to the five senses Geumsan ginseng and herbal healthy atmosphere, specially prepared for different guests herbal 

SPA, diet, traditional tea and so on. (Pls prepare the swimming suit and swimming cap ).       

          ******** Winter Itinerary ( 1DEC - 28FEB ) **********                  

 

DAY 02: SEONGSAN SUNRISE PEAK/ SEONGEUP LIVING FOLK VILLAGE/GENERALSTONE/JOANNA BEAR / 

COFFEE SHOP/ 3D VISUAL ARTWORLD/ICE MUSEUM     B/L    HOTEL:JEJU Glam Blue HOTEL OR SIMILAR                                                                               

After breakfast, tour Seongsan Sunrise Peak, a volcanic crater perched out on the eastern tip of Jeju Island. Then come to the General 

Stone to get a wonderful of the small islands. Explore the Seongeup living Folk Village, designated as a folklore preservation zone. 

Here you can meet the friendly native people of Jeju who still live behind stone courtyard walls in thatched-roof lava-wall homes. You can 

learn more things about Korean traditional culture. Joanne Bear Museum exhibits everything about cute Bears, which have been loved 

worldwide for 100 years. Then continue with the Jeju Ice Museum in Jeju is an indoor museum and theme park combines the concepts of 

ice sculpture and 5D screen. As each section is considerably different, whenever move steps, visitors easily feel they come to diverse 

museums. 3D Museum, the museum where you can take unique photos with 3D works of art. One of the very popular museums in Jeju.  

 

DAY03:JEJU TO MOKPO / JEOLLANAM-DO FOOD MUSEUM (DIY)/ DAMYANG BAMBOO PARK/MUJU SKI RESORT               

(B/D)  HOTEL: MUJU SKI RESORT OR SIMILAR                                                            

In the morning, take a ferry from Jeju to Mokpo, Enjoy the beautiful sea view along the way and the Korean style tatami within the ferry. 

visit the JEOLLANAM-DO FOOD MUSEUM, learn how to cook Korean meal, wear the costume of the cook, we will have a college 

professor to teach us the genuine Korean cuisine. Be a real Korean citizen and enjoy some DIY staff. (If the team less than 10 people, only 

visit museum, no DIY) Damyang Bamboo park is South Korea's paradise, the area was also the filming place for the KBS-TV 

drama with Korean legendary stories " Jukgwi," "Last Witness," and other shooting.It situated at the basin of the ravine in 

Gojisan Mountain along the Geumseongsan mountain fortress and the Chuweolsan mountain range, Daenamugol is 

surrounded by tall bamboo trees. In spring, the soft green bamboo shoots blanket the whole field; it also serves as a 

habitat for sedentary birds to take care of their eggs. It is a theme park landscaped with bamboo. Visitors can enjoy a path 

through a high bamboo forest, refreshing air in the winds that blow through the area, and a thick pine forest with a path 

winding through it.  

 

DAY04: SKI RESORT(AT OWN EXPENSE) / Jinshan South Korea SPA  (B/L/D) HOTEL: PRUMIR HOTEL OR SIMILAR  

In the morning, start your trip to Ski Resort, In winter, normally after December (depending on weather), we will take you to local 

ski resort, you can rent the ski equipments at your own expense. 

exhilarating snow experience awaits you. Your guide will guide you through with a basic ski instruction. Or make a snowman 

and take pictures instead.After go to Jinshan South Korea SPA, Is to "feel the Jinshan ginseng, medicinal healthy breath" 

for the purpose, in order to allow visitors to the five senses Geumsan ginseng and herbal healthy atmosphere, specially 

prepared for different guests herbal SPA, diet, traditional tea and so on. (Pls prepare the swimming suit and swimming cap ).  

  

DAY05: KBS VILLAGE:KOREAN- EXPERIENCE/ D.I.Y KIMCHI-MAKING/DIG GINSENG 

/FRIUT PICKING/DRINK GINSENG MILK/BAKE SWEET POTATO/ PHOTOGRAPHIC SESSION WITH TRADITIONAL 

HANBOK /LOTTE WORLD                  (B/L)  HOTEL: GRAND AMBASSADOR SEOUL HOTEL OR SIMILAR  

Ginseng farm-watch a demonstration of how ginseng is being harvest. Here, you will learn the process of kimchi making 



and experience the fun of D.I.Y Kimchi. You will have the opportunity to dress yourself in traditional Costume-The Hanbok 

and take some memorable photo. Everland Theme Park 7th most popular theme park - an exciting festive 

World of thrilling rides and lively entertainment. Visually enhanced by eye-catching displays of a variety of flowers like tulips, 

roses, lilies during each flower festival Lotte World to spend the rest of the day there. Lotte World adventure and mystery as the 

theme, divided into indoor theme park Lotte World Adventure Park, the magic island, plus shopping mall, Folk Museum, skating rink, 

hotels, department stores, which combines sightseeing, leisure, shopping and living space of large combined culture. Lotte world with 

cutting-edge exploration the rides, with fantasy parade and various imaging facilities, laser shows, performances, etc. the delicacy 

throughout the year, regardless of when to visit the park. 

 

DAY 06:  BLUE HOUSE/GINSENG OUTLET/KOREAN COSMETICS SHOPS/LOTTE DUTY FREE SHOPS /DONG 

DAEMUN MARKET/BI-BAP SHOW         (B/L/D)  HOTEL: GRAND AMBASSADOR SEOUL HOTEL OR SIMILAR  

Blue House-Drive passes the Presidential Blue House and stop at a designated area for photography. Korea Ginseng 

Authorized Center. Korean cosmetics shops Celebrity endorsement by many Korean popular movie stars, you can find 

more famous cosmetics brands here with a good discount price. Lotte Duty free shops is the largest-scale and with newest 

brands, is the representative in Korean duty free shops. The head quarter located at the center of Seoul, next to 

Dongdaemum market, you can find whatever you are looking for at one time. Enjoy the most convenient and comfortable 

shopping area in Korea. Dongdaemun 

many others fashion apparel. In the evening, enjoy the hottest and most popular performance" BI-BAP" SHOW, it is a 

performance to inherit and develop beautiful Korean performing cultural arts and to propagate them not only to the Korean 

public but also to people around the world.  

 

DAY 07: ORIENTAL HERBAL SHOP/AMETHYST SHOWROOM/ SHINCHON LADIES STREET/ TONGIN TRADITIONAL MARKET/ 

LOCAL PRODUCTS  (B)                                                                                                                                                        

After breakfast, Amethyst showroom where you get to see a wide selection of Korean designed jewellery. Shinchon 

Ladies Street, an area where three major universities are located. Many young female undergraduates come here to shop 

for an array of costume jewellery and accessories. Today lunch (own-expenses), you can taste the local traditional Korea 

food in Tongin Traditional Market, for 5,000 wons you are given a bento and brass coins to exchange  for different meals. 

You can decide how to fill your bento according to the shops that you find in the market. Visit Oriental Herbal Shop and 

before going to the airport, stop-by at a local produce store for last minutes shopping for souvenirs & gifts for friends and 

relatives and also Korea local tit-bits. Then transfer to airport. 

     

 

REMARK: Tips: KOREA - 5 USD /PAX/DAY  Shanghai - 25RMB/PAY/DAY    

 

 If there is any discrepancy between English and Chinese itinerary , please refer to the Chinese itinerary one strictly 

 Due to unforeseen circumstances, the sequence of itinerary may subject to changes without prior notice 

 Taxes and fees quoted are subject to currency fluctuation and are not guaranteed until air ticket issuance 

 3D2N free tour, we reserve the right to change or cancel the itinerary. 

                                                                 

If the team less than 10 people, the company will have the power to change, will not be responsible for additional compensation 


